The Business Value of Hewlett Packard Enterprise Scalable Object Storage with Scality RING for Data-Intensive Applications and Services

3-Year lower cost of storage operations: 46%

3-Year ROI: 271%

Payback Period: 9 months

Cost and Operational Benefits

3-Year cost of storage: 45% lower

Storage management: 48% more efficient

Unplanned downtime: 99% less

Customer Quote: “If we had not gone down this road with HPE Scality, we wouldn’t be able to scale as heavily and would not be growing as much as we project in the future. We would be constrained in what we could provide our customers and would find it difficult to respond to our competition.”

Business and Operational Benefits

Video Distribution: $2.07 million higher revenue per PB per year

Web and Cloud Services: $1.63 million higher revenue per PB per year
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